Chapter 7

New York City, Polyester, and the
Money Bus

Kids looking inside a money bus

On January 3, 1966, our group was to meet at Kennedy airport for our flight to Liberia.
Dale and I decided to arrive a day early to take in some of the sights of New York City.
Our plan was to take a midnight nonstop flight, sleep on the plane, drop our duffel bags
off in our hotel room, and then tour the city for the rest of the day.
Los Angeles was the largest city either of us had ever been to, except that Dale
had once accompanied his father to Tokyo. Our friends and relatives, none of whom had
ever been to New York or knew anything about it, warned us severely about walking the
streets after dark.
The horror stories of New York were fresh in our minds—rude, unhelpful people,
muggings, and prostitutes hanging out in every doorway. We knew nothing at all about
the diversified areas of New York City—East side, West side, downtown, uptown,
Greenwich Village, Harlem. We did, however, know that hotel chains have similar
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accommodations anywhere in the country. We called ahead to book a room at the New
York Hilton.
Our flight arrived on time. We collected our bags and headed outside only to find
that New York City was smack in the middle of a transit strike. Cabs were in high
demand, so we stood in line and waited our turn. During the two-hour wait, we had many
opportunities to observe how native New Yorkers haggled over the price of rides. We
decided if we didn’t want to spend all our money on a single cab ride (we also had to get
back to the airport the following day), we would have to stand firm.
When our turn came, the cabbie took one look at us and recognized us as the
patsies we were. He was sweet as sugar, spouting comforting words: “Don’t worry, I’ll
get you where you want to go—no problem, get in, I’ll take good care of you.”
We naturally assumed we had, with beginner’s luck, gotten the only altruistic
cabbie in New York City. Relieved, we smiled and hopped in. Once he had us in his cab,
we were trapped. He spent the entire next hour regaling us about the hardships of driving
a cab in this strike, the meanness of people, his inability to pay his rent, and how he was
doing us this huge favor because he could see we were nice people. He felt terrible that
he was forced to charge us triple the fare, but he knew we’d understand his predicament.
By the time we reached our destination, we knew that if we ever wanted to leave
his cab, we’d better pay up. We emptied our pockets and came up with exact fare (we
knew nothing about the custom of tipping). He counted the money as we were leaving the
cab, but the string of angry obscenities that followed us out threw us for a loop. We were
pretty shaken when we stumbled into the lobby of the Hilton.
Composing ourselves, we approached the desk clerk to inquire about our
reservation. After scouring his reservation list, he informed us he had no reservation in
our name and that the hotel was completely booked. We must have turned white as ghosts
because he quickly engaged us in conversation. “When did you make the reservation?
Where are you from? How long are you staying?” He looked at our duffel bags. “Where
are you going from here? How was it getting from the airport in this strike?” At that
moment he seemed like the nicest person we’d ever met.
We poured out our entire life history in five minutes, ending with our tale of woe
about the cab ride. I can see now why Americans so easily tell strangers their life
histories. It has nothing to do with our friendliness. We are clearly a nation of
emotionally needy people who will reveal anything to anybody who will listen.
The desk clerk listened with a sympathetic ear, recognizing us as the fearful
innocents we were. He handed us the keys to the bridal suite, told us he’d give it to us for
the price of a regular room, and encouraged us to enjoy our stay. This certainly
contradicted everything we’d heard about New Yorkers, and we felt much better. Only
then did our eyes begin to take in the beauty and elegance of our surroundings, and we
quickly realized this was like no other Hilton we’d ever seen. We put the duffels in the
room and suddenly felt famished.
We managed to find a reasonable place to eat outside the hotel and got last-minute
tickets to see Henry Fonda in Generation on Broadway. I’d been involved in school
drama programs since sixth grade, had majored in drama in high school, and had starred
in numerous community theatre productions, so seeing a Broadway show was a dream
come true. The evening was magical, and I knew in the deepest recesses of my heart that
I would be back to stay—that my turn would come.
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The flight to Liberia the following day was six hours late for departure. We neglected to
call to see if the flight was on time, so we were the first of our PCV group to arrive and
had plenty of time to really see the airport. Of course, in 1966, the occasional magazine
stand was the only attraction, so we spent a good deal of the time browsing through
trashy novels. It was exciting to mingle with the various nationalities always present at
international airports. The Africans in their tribal dresses and colorful robes especially
intrigued us, and, although we couldn’t really understand a word they said, we tried to
have a conversation which consisted, on both sides, of nodding our heads a lot and saying
“yes” enthusiastically.
Within three hours, other members of our group began to arrive. It was great to
see the familiar faces of people with whom we had gone through the training. We knew
we would be spending the next two years of our lives with some of them. When Steve
Wilson arrived, shaking everyone’s hand like a politician in an election year, I looked the
other way. The New York–based PCVs were the last to arrive, just in time to board the
plane. The five of them dragged in looking like they had been to an all-nighter, which
turned out to be true. They were the most blasé of all the PCVs, both during the training
and in the country itself. They seemed always to be easy going and unflustered, and I
assumed it was because, living in New York City, they had been everywhere and done
everything. I longed to have some of their style and vowed that someday I would.
The party atmosphere in our section of the plane settled down after a couple of
hours and people began to doze off. Dozing, waking up, and cruising the aisles to chat or
play cards became pretty much the pattern for the next fourteen hours. I looked down as
we flew over the city of Dakar and passed into the denser, tropical rain forest of the
Liberian countryside, with no idea what would await me outside the cool, temperaturecontrolled cabin of the jet.
Stopping to refuel in Dakar was the only chance we had to deplane. My eyes
burned from the cigarette smoke drifting in from the smoking section of the plane, so I
eagerly took advantage of the forty-five-minute stopover outside the plane. It was a rustic
one-room terminal with no air conditioning and only one bathroom. I was glad for the
bag of nuts and gum we had bought at Kennedy airport. Flying was still relatively rare for
most civilians, so takeoffs, landings, and the occasional turbulence were white-knuckle
experiences for me. I had never been on such a long flight before, and, although my
knees were not yet stiff, as they would be later from years of theatre acting and gymnastic
workouts, my body ached to stretch out and move freely in unfiltered air. I was not
prepared, however, for what that air would be like.

Polyester fabric was the latest craze in the States. The advantage of polyester was that it
didn’t wrinkle no matter what you did to it. You could squeeze it into a tight ball and put
three hundred pounds of weight on top of it, and it still wouldn’t show a crease. It washed
easily and dried quickly. It was the perfect choice for a humid country like Liberia, where
we’d have to wash everything by hand and dry our clothes in the open air. During the
month we were home, I made every piece of clothing I brought with me (except
underwear) out of this miracle fabric. I thanked my mother every day for putting up with
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the frustration of teaching me how to sew when I was in high school. I felt dually smug
as I noticed the wrinkled 100 percent cotton blouses of the New York–based PCVs.
The disadvantage of early polyester is that it doesn’t breathe and doesn’t conform
to your body—it definitely has a life of its own. It clings to your body when you sweat,
feels like rubber, and holds the odor of perspiration. It turned out to be a terrible choice
for a humid, tropical country like Liberia, especially at a time when there was no such
thing as unscented antiperspirant. To this day, my stomach turns over at the smell of
Secret deodorant mixed with perspiration.
Within minutes of deboarding the plane, my blouse was sticking to me like glue. I
looked around at the confident New York PCVs, chatting with each other, their wrinkled
all-cotton shirts easily gracing their sweaty bodies. “Pride cometh before a fall,” I
chuckled at my own arrogance. Some of us choose to learn the hard way. Every time I
pulled my blouse away from my body, it immediately found its way back, like a magnet
to its perfect mate.
I thought of all those beautiful polyester blouses and tent dresses rolled neatly in
my duffel. I was grateful to reboard the plane. Even the smoke didn’t seem to bother me
so much. I made up my mind, right there at the airport, that I would much rather freeze to
death than burn to death. However, on reflection, both seem rather gruesome. It took a
few months in the country before my Alaskan blood had thinned enough so I didn’t
perspire quite so much, and there were even those times, in the rainy season, I would get
cold and have to don a sweater. Those times were the best! I loved getting cold—a
welcome break from the relentless, humid heat.

Excitement mounted as we started our descent toward Monrovia’s Roberts International
Airport. This was it! A new experience. Our home for the next two years. A new life. I
never dreamed to what extent the experience of living in Liberia would affect the rest of
my life—my perceptions, my choices, and my priorities, my values.
I stepped out of the plane, and a solid wall of heat came up and hit me in the face.
I swooned and nearly lost my balance. After I caught my breath, I grabbed my Instamatic
camera and began taking pictures. I didn’t want to miss a moment of those first
impressions. I had never seen such vibrant colors. It seemed like all of my senses were
vibrating. If I could have taken a picture of the humidity, I would have. At the edge of the
airport, women dressed in brightly colored fabrics lined the path, seated on the red
ground selling their wares—intricately patterned African cloth spread with bananas,
pineapples, rice, hot peppers, palm nuts, coconuts.
The men in their Bermuda shorts and country shirts were selling baskets, cloth,
jewelry, wood, and ivory carvings. It was almost too exciting to bear, and I took pictures
of everything. My excitement must have been contagious because the Liberians posed
willingly, laughed, and begged me to show them the pictures. I tried to explain that
pictures have to be developed, but it was useless.
After picking up our duffels, we were loaded, fifteen at a time, into money buses
and driven to Monrovia. A money bus is an open-sided van that seats eight people
comfortably. It cost a dime anywhere you wanted to go inside the city, and twenty-five
cents to and from the airport. The trip to the Peace Corps hostel took forty-five minutes
and would have taken longer, except that the drivers had no concept of speed limit or
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safety. Our duffel bags were loaded onto a top rack and strapped in. We took our chances
inside. I would have taken pictures, but I was holding on for dear life.
Blowing in the breeze, we drove at breathtaking speed along a red laterite dirt
road; by the time we arrived in Monrovia, we were covered from head to toe in a layer of
red dust. After blowing my nose, I realized why Liberians cover nose and mouth with a
cloth when they ride the money bus. It might also be, as I discovered later, that when the
money bus is loaded with passengers carrying chickens, goats, and fish, the odor is
potent—a male goat especially. But I don’t think the Liberians were as bothered as I was
by human body odor or animal smells. The natural, undeodorized, human musk was not
only acceptable, it was desirable. Deodorant was difficult to come by, and its use was
simply not a custom, particularly for the majority of people with little or no money to
speak of. We would just have to get used to it.
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